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TAYLOR’D TO 
YOUR NEEDS.
Taylor Fence Co is about quality. 

We’ve been raising the bar for fencing and security since 1942. We do this 
with attention to detail, expertise in our field, and clear, attentive service.

Taylor specializes in commercial and residential services for:

 » Fences and gates  » Gate automation  » Security systems
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TAYLOR’D TO 
SECURE.

 » Security systems  » Gates and operators  » Fencing

TAYLOR’D TO 
LAST AND LAST.
How reliable does your fence, gate, or security system need to be? 
While you may not be asking Taylor to protect kids from a 600-lb Grizzly, the quality 
of your fence, gate or security system is key to its value. And just like we did for the 
Cheyenne Mountain Zoo Grizzly exhibit, we’ll make sure the end product is one you 
can count on at all times.

“I have enjoyed working with Taylor Fence over the last 10 years…I highly 
recommend Taylor Fence.”

| TORIX, LLC

“...as always, you did a great job and your work shows it. We appreciate your help.”

| COLORADO FIRST CONSTRUCTION
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DETECT

DELAY

DENY

DEFENDDETER

Be certain your project’s safety and 

security is taylor’d to the FIVE Ds.
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DETECT

DELAY

DENY

DEFENDDETER

1. DETER 

Create a barrier that sends a clear message 

to people, animals, or tra�ic. 

Services include diagnosis and maintenance.

Two Taylor’d projects…

TEMPORARY FENCING FAST

Olgoonik Construction had an urgent need for temporary fencing in a hurry. It was 
a project on Peterson Air Force Base that was holding up training and was about to 
hold up out-of-state contractors. A quick call to Taylor got the temporary fencing 
needed in short order and kept training and contracting right on schedule. 

COMPLEX PROJECT STREAMLINES

When FedEx needed to replace security gates at their Denver airport location, they 
selected Taylor Fence. Impressed with the detailed communication and complexity 
handling, FedEx decided to utilize Taylor Fence as their primary vendor for 20 other 
sites throughout Colorado.

“It was a very complicated project with a lot of moving pa�s and they 
just did amazing.”

| CHRISTINE LANG, FACILITIES ADVISOR, FEDEX EXPRESS

 » Fencing

 » Temporary Fencing

 » Stationary Fencing – Permanent

 » Gates – Pedestrian, egress, 
turnstiles, and crash barriers

 » Diagnosis and maintenance
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2. DETECT 

Identify the presence of intruders with systems 

that sense and capture footage. 

Services include diagnosis and maintenance.

Two Taylor’d projects…

TRUE PARTNER IN BUSINESS

A supplier of security hardware for Taylor Fence’s gates, IML Security Supply 
has found a true partner in business. Working hand-in-hand, relying on strong 
communication, this partnership is built on always looking out for the best interest of 
the client, and care for each other’s success.

“Providing excellent communication, there is never any guesswork on 
any projects.”

| JON MCLEMORE, ACCOUNT MANAGER, IML SECURITY SUPPLY

UNDERSTAND PROJECT NEEDS

Whiting Turner Contracting Company repeatedly finds Taylor Fence to be a vendor 
who understands site logistics and safety requirements. Regular communication, 
keeping up-to-date with projects progress, expertly installing gates and integrated 
controls with automated features, makes Taylor Fence a partner to turn back to.

“Taylor Fence was on top of things from day one.”

| JEFF SPLINTER, PROJECT MANAGER, WHITING TURNER CONTRACTING COMPANY

 » Electronic 
surveillance

 » Intrusion 
detection systems 

Building and Perimeter

 » Video surveillance
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3. DELAY 

Create access points for approved parties 

while maintaining a barrier for all others. 

Services include diagnosis and maintenance.

Two Taylor’d projects…

CONSTRUCTION AND EDUCATION

When Summer Glen Estates needed a new pedestrian gate system, they needed 
more than just the planning, hardware, and installation. The residents needed 
to know how to operate the new system, so the Taylor team helped the property 
managers educate the community and provided instructional materials to distribute.

CUSTOM APPROACH TO EVERY PROJECT

From installing security fencing and vehicle gates for FedEx at the Denver airport, 
to partnering on UPS site project as well, Wallace Perimeter Security supplies Taylor 
Fence with vehicle gates and perimeter fencing. A partnership, which leads to high 
sophistication, with a focused, custom approach to every project.

“Taylor Fence embraces change, always looking to increase their knowledge 
and improve their understanding of the industry.”

| STEPHANIE OLYNICK, NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR, WALLACE PERIMETER SECURITY

 » Gate automation

 » Pedestrian gates

 » Egress gates

 » Turnstile gates

 » Crash rated barriers and bollards
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4. DENY 

Fortify against unwanted intrusion while keeping 

access for approved parties convenient. 

Services include diagnosis and maintenance.

Two Taylor’d projects…

CONFIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

International contracting company, DPR Construction, needed security construction 
specialists on a confidential Data Center project at Buckley Air Force Base. They 
turned to Taylor Fence. Not only did Taylor have the qualifications and sta�ing to 
handle this secure military project, they also shined in their area of expertise.

“They definitely know their cra� and know their specific scope of work. They 
brought a lot of intelligence regarding some of the more technical aspect 
of the fence.”

| KYLE COTTER, DPR CONSTRUCTION

MANAGE HIGHLY REGULATED PROJECTS SEAMLESSLY

Tribal One contracted Taylor Fence to replace gates, fencing, and access controls at 
a Colorado Springs military base. The project was executed seamlessly, adhering to 
the strictest security clearances and regulations.

 » Access control

 » Key Fob

 » Mobile Applications

 » Remote Cloud Based

 » Turnstiles

 » Gate barrier arms

 » Guard booths

 » Gate automation

 » Video Surveillance and access 

control stations
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5. DEFEND 

Alert stakeholders, authorities, and others to 

take action when intrusion is detected. 

Services include diagnosis and maintenance.

Two Taylor’d projects…

RELIABILITY NATIONWIDE

A nationwide Construction Management company needed a partner for various 
projects. They knew they can rely on Taylor Fence to provide design work, build gates, 
install temporary fencing, access control, and exterior pedestrian turnstiles.

“They were completely transparent with regard to costs and timelines. No 
surprises. Just great to work with.”

| PROJECT MANAGER, OPERATIONS

UNPARALLELED KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE 

A leader in industrial security fencing, Ameristar Perimeter Security has partnered 
with Taylor Fence numerous times on Data Center fencing and gates projects, across 
the Central United States. Taylor has proven to be a partner, never shying away from 
answering tough questions and always looking for ways to improve their cra�.

“Their knowledge is unbelievable. Always learning and willing to share what 
they’ve learned. They are beyond impressive.”

| SABRINA VICE, TERRITORY SPECIALIST, AMERISTAR PERIMETER SECURITY USA INC., AN ASSA ABLOY GROUP BRAND

 » Security 
communication

 » Intrusion detection  » Mobile notifications


